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Abs t rac t : The secure interaction among multiple security
domains is a major concern. In this paper , we highlight the
issues of secure interoperability among multiple security do2
mains operating under the widely accepted Role Based Access
Control (RBAC) model. We propose a model called CRBAC
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multiple security domains. Our model is based on an exten2
sion of the RBAC model. Also , multiple security domains
were composed to one abstract security domain. Also roles in
the multiple domains are translated to permissions of roles in
the abstract security domain. These permissions keep theirs
hierarchies. The roles in the abstract security domain imple2
ment roles mapping among the multiple security domains.
Then , authorized users of any security domain can transpar2
ently access resources in the multiple domains.
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0 　Int roduction

O
ur model , which called Centralized role2based access
control (CRBAC) model , was motivated by the problem

of controlling access to resources in federation environments.
In a federation environment , multiple organizations or entities
rely on a third party to administer trust relationships and work
together to achieve a common goal. Security problem is mag2
nified in the federation environment where distributed multiple
organizations , each employing its own security policy , intero2
perate with each other [1 ,2 ] . We use the term security domain
to refer to the organization employing its own security policy ,
and assume that the security policy is role2Based access control
(RBAC) model[3 ,4 ] .

Let’s consider the scenario when three security domains
A , B and C in the federation environment desire to interoper2
ate securely. The three security domains respectively manage
and control specific resources. If a user wants to achieve a task
which needs to access resources distributed in the three securi2
ty domains , he (she) must be authenticated three times in the
three security domains , and in each security domain he ( she)
should be assigned to some roles respectively in order to obtain
the permissions of accessing particular resources. Let the
number of security domains is n , the similar operations must
be done n times. This makes it very difficult also for users to
achieve their tasks and for resources in security domains to be
properly controlled.

In order to solve the problem , we propose a centralized
role2based access control model which is based on an extension
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of the RBAC model. In our models , multiple security do2
mains were composed to one abstract security domain
which implements roles mapping among different security
domains. Then , users can transparently access resources
distributed in different security domains. We name the
abstract security domain as the composite domain , and
we also name the multiple security domains as the basic
domain.

1 　Basic Concep t s a nd Principle of
CRBAC Model

　　In practice , if a basic domain wants to share its own
resources and attains the capability of accessing resources
of other basic domains , it provides its own roles to the
composite domain. Of course , basic domains can provide
part or all of their roles to the composite domain , accord2
ing to security policies of different basic domains. Ac2
cording to the demands of all basic domains , a global
mapping policy is needed. The global mapping policy sets
up relations among roles of different basic domains. Us2
ers can access resources distributed in multiple basic do2
mains to achieve special tasks. The global mapping policy
is used to build a composite domain. In the composite do2
main , elements in permissions set are made up of roles
provided by different basic domains. In other words , per2
missions assigned to roles of the composite domain are
roles coming from different basic domains.

In the paper , we call the roles , coming from basic
domains and treated as permissions which assigned to a
role r of the composite domain , as sub2roles of role r.
So , roles of the composite domain implement the function
of roles mapping among multiple basic domains. For ex2
ample , Figure 1 gives the role hierarchy relations of three
basic domains A , B and C. The three basic domains
make up the composite domain M. Suppose that the three
basic domains provide all of their roles to the composite
domain in order to implement the maximal interoperabili2
ty , so the permissions set of the composite domain M is
{ A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , C1 , C2 , C3 }. If permis2
sions A1 , B2 and C1 are assigned to role r of M , then
among roles A1 , B2 and C1 coming from basic domains A ,
B and C respectively exist mapping relation. The map2
ping relation is inheritable. Because r of M has defined
mapping relation among roles A1 , B2 and C1 , then roles
A2 , A3 and A4 which dominate role A1 in the basic do2
main A can be mapped to roles B2 and C1 . Similarly ,

roles B3 and B4 of B can be mapped to roles A1 and C1 .
Also , and role C3 of C can be mapped to roles A1 and
B2 . But these mapping relations aren’t transitive. If per2
missions A1 and B2 are assigned to role r1 of M , thus r1
defines a mapping relation between Roles A1 and B2 . If
permissions A1 and C1 are assigned to role r2 of M , then
r2 defines a mapping relation between A1 and C1 . Be2
cause mapping relations aren’t transitive , there is not any
mapping relation between roles C1 and B2 .

Permissions set of the composite domain is made up
of roles of basic domains , and there are hierarchy rela2
tions among roles of basic domains , so there also is a hi2
erarchy relation among permissions of the composite do2
main. This hierarchy relation is defined as PH. Permis2
sions hierarchy relation of the composite domain is decid2
ed by roles hierarchy relations of basic domains. Figure 1
also shows permissions hierarchy relation of the compos2
ite domain M. Let’s suppose that permissions A1 , B2 and
C1 are assigned to role r of M. Figure 2 illustrates the re2
lation between the composite domain and basic domains.

The new characteristic of permissions in the com2
posite domain brings forward new demands on permis2
sion2role assigning. In the following , we present some of
rules in our CRBAC model.

Rule 1 　The amount of permissions assigned to a role
must be two or more. The role which only has one permis2

Fig. 1 　Role hierarchies of basic domains
Note : Permission hierarchies of the composite domain

Fig. 2 　The composite domain M
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sion is meaningless because it can not implement the func2
tion of mapping among roles of different basic domains.

Rule 2 　The sub2roles of any role of the composite
domain must come from different basic domains. In other
words , no more than two sub2roles come from the same
basic domain. This rule is easily understood because
there is no mapping relation among roles of the same bas2
ic domain. For example , the sub2roles of role r can be
{ A1 , B2 , C1 } , and can also be { A1 , B2 } , but { A1 , A2 ,
B2 } is not allowed. The mapping relation between roles
A1 and A2 is meaningless.

Rule 3 　If sub2roles of multiple roles of the compos2
ite domain contain two or more roles which come from
the same basic domains , the roles of different basic do2
mains have the similar hierarchy relation. For example ,
the sub2roles of two roles r1 and r2 of the composite do2
main are { A m , B p} and { A n , Bq} respectively , Am and A n

come from the basic domain A , B p and Bq come from B ,
roles A m and A n of the basic domain A have the similar
hierarchy relation as roles B p and Bq of the basic domain
B. The rule prevents the following situation from hap2
pening : Sub2roles of r1 is { A2 , B3 } , and sub2roles of r2 is
{ A4 , B4 }. Role A4 of the basic domain A is explicitly
mapped to role B4 of the basic domain B by role r2 of the
composite domain , and A4 is implicitly mapped to B3 in2
herent from A2 . So role A4 can be mapped to both B3

and B4 , thus may break the security policy of the basic
domain B and is not allowed. This rule also prevents the
following situation : Sub2roles of r1 is { A2 , B1 } , and sub2
role of r2 is { A1 , B2 }. This is obviously illogical.

Rule 4 : The sub2roles of roles in the composite do2
main can not contain each other. This means the follow2
ing situation can not happen , sub2roles of r1 and r2 are
{ A1 , B2 } and { A1 , B2 , C1 } respectively , { A1 , B2 } Α{ A1 ,
B2 , C1 } . Because mapping relation among A1 , B2 and C1

have been set up by role r2 already , the mapping relation
between A1 and B2 set up by role r1 is repeatedly built .

Users of the composite domain are made up of users
of basic domains. The composite domain is an abstract
security domain. It has no users , and doesn’t have the
responsibility of authenticating users’identity. Basic do2
mains authenticate their own users’identity and maintain
their users’ information. In the composite domain , where
sub2roles are assigned to roles as permissions , uses as2
signed to roles are made up of the users assigned to the
sub2roles come from different basic domains. Let us sup2
pose that the sub2roles of role r1 of the composite domain

are { B1 , A2 } , and users sets{ Rose , Tom } and{Jerry ,
Marry}are assigned to roles B1 and A2 of basic domains B
and A respectively. Then users set{ Rose , Tom , Jerry ,
Marry}are implicitly assigned to role r1 .

The hierarchy relation among roles of the composite
domain is determined by the hierarchy relation among
permissions. In other words , when permissions are as2
signed to roles , the hierarchy relation among roles is de2
termined following two rules.

Rule 5 : If every sub2role of one role is dominated by
a sub2role of another role , we think that there exists a
hierarchy relation between the two roles , and the latter
dominates the former. Suppose that sub2roles of r1 are
{ A1 , B2 } , sub2roles of r2 are { A2 , B2 , C1 } , according to
Fig. 1 , A2 ≥A1 and B3 ≥B2 , so r2 > r1 .

Rule 6 : If the relation rule 5 defined don’t exist be2
tween two roles , and then the two roles are not compara2
ble. And there isn’t any role hierarchy relation between
them. Suppose that sub2roles of r1 are { A1 , B2 } , sub2
roles of r2 are { A1 , C1 } , so r1 and r2 are not comparable.

2 　The CRBAC Model Definition

The CRBAC model is based on an extension of the
RBAC model. And the RBAC model is a family of refer2
ence models , composed of base model RBAC0 , role hier2
archies model RBAC1 , constraints model RBAC2 and
consolidate model RBAC3 , and RBAC0 , RBAC1 and
RBAC2 can be treated as specializations of RBAC3 . In
fact , we extend RBAC3 to the CRBAC model.

Hypothesis : There are n basic domains Di ( i ∈[1 ,
n]) , all basic domains adopt RBAC model as their access
control policy , corresponding role sets are DRi ( i∈[1 , n]) .

Def inition 1 　CRBAC model is made up of the fol2
lowing components :

U (Users) , R(Roles) , S (Sessions) .

P( Permissions) , P Α ∪
n

i = 1
DRi , DRi is a role set of

the basic domain Di .

PH (permission hierarchy) , PH Α ∪
n

i = 1
DRi H , DRi H

ΑDRi ×DRi , is a partial order on DRi , corresponding to
role hierarchy RH of RBAC1 , so PH is also a partial or2
der on P , written as ≥.

PA Α P×R , a many to many permission to role as2
signment relation , the assignment relation must satisfy
the following conditions :
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Π r∈R , # Pr > 1 , Pr is permission set of role r ,
Π pi ∈P and pi ∈DRm ,DRm is the role set of the

basic domain which pi comes from , Π r∈R , if pi ∈Pr ,
Pr is the permission set of role r , there does not exist a

permission pj ∈Pr and pj ∈DRm , i ≠j.
Π rm , rn ∈R , Prm

, Prn
are permission sets of rm , rn

respectively. if ϖ pmx ∈Prm
, pnx ∈Prn

, pmx , pnx ∈DRx ,
and ϖ pmy ∈Prm

, pny ∈Prn
, pmy , pny ∈DRy , DRx and

DRy are any two role sets of basic domains , then partial
order between pmx and pnx is the same as partial order
between pmy and pny .

Π rm , rn ∈R , Prm
⁄ Prn

, Prm
and Prn

are permission
sets of role rm and rn respectively.

UA ΑU ×R , a many to many user to role assign2
ment relation.

RH Α R ×R , is a partial order on R called role hier2
archy , written as ≥, the partial order is defined by the
following conditions :

Π pi ∈Prm
, ϖ pj ∈Prn

, Prm
and Prn

are permission
sets of role rm and rn respectively , pj ≥pi , then rn ≥rm .

User : S →U , a function mapping each session si to
the single user user (si) .

Roles : S →2R , a function mapping each session si to
a set of roles roles( si) , and roles(si) Α{ ϖ r′≥r) | [ ( (us2
er ( si) , r′) ∈UA ]} , and session si possess the permissions
∪r∈roles(si

) { p| ϖ r″< r) [ ( p , r″) ∈PA ]}.
Constraints : Our CRBAC model inherits all con2

straints of RBAC model[3 ,4 ] . Constraints of basic do2
mains are prerequisite constraints of the composite do2
main. That means constraints of the composite domain
can not break constraints of basic domains , this requires
that roles of basic domains together with corresponding
constraints are submitted to the composite domain. So ,
CRBAC model contains two portions of constrains : one
portion corresponds constraints of basic domains , the
other defines new global constrains. The definition of the
latter is the same as RBAC.

3 　Analysis a nd Comp aris on wit h
Relat e d Models

In this section , CRBAC model will be analyzed in
detail and compared with related models.

Some researches have been done with respect to se2
cure interoperability between different security domains.
In Ref . [ 5 ] and Ref . [ 6 ] , a multi2domain interoperable
access control model called IRBAC2000 has been pro2

posed. The role translation policies which transfer roles
of foreign domains to roles of the local domain include de2
fault policy , explicit policy and partially explicit policy.
Multi2domain interoperability was achieved through role
mapping. When a user of one security domain tries to ac2
cess resources of other security domains , one domain
boundary must be crossed. This was called domain cross2
ing. Multiple domain crossings can be a security hazard
because it may allow infiltration and covert promotion. In
IRBAC2000 model , these problems are not properly
solved.

XML2based access2control policy specification lan2
guage( X2RBAC) [729 ] extends RBAC model and provides
access control at the element2level granularity of XML
sources. A framework is proposed which describes secur2
ity policy mapping among multiple security domains. But
it does not propose a concrete method to map one security
policy to another. In other words , X2RBAC model only
provides a container which contains security policy map2
ping among multiple security domains , but how security
policy of one security domain is mapped to another is not
provided.

Like IRBAC2000 , the distributed role2based access
control for dynamic coalition environments ( DR2
BAC) [10 ] , is also a multi2domain interoperable access
control model. The difference is that a credible center is
available in CRBAC , IRBAC2000 and X2RBAC , but the
credible center isn’t available in DRBAC. The character2
istic in dynamic coalition environments is that multiple
organizations want to implement interoperability , but the
credible authorization center is not acquirable. The roles
defined in one security domain can be transitively as2
signed to roles of other domains. DRBAC model mainly
solves complicated credible and monitor problem.

X2RBAC model proposes a framework to describe
security policy mapping among multiple domains. The
framework can be applied to both loosely coupled and
federated multi2domain environments. In fact , the CR2
BAC model is proposed for federated multi2domain envi2
ronments , and the IRBAC2000 and DRBAC models are
suitable for loosely coupled multi2domain environments.
If the four models are assimilated to UML element , the
relation of the four models can be expressed by Fig. 3.
We may pay special attention that X2RBAC proposes a
descriptive framework but if does not propose a concrete
method to map one security policy to another.

After the composite model is built according to CR2
1961
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Fig. 3 　Relation among X2RBAC IRBAC DRBAC CRBAC model

BAC model , when users of basic domains want to access
resources distributed in other domains , what they need to
do is to active proper roles of the composite domain. All
interoperable operations are accomplished through roles
of the composite domain. Possible fraudulent operations
of basic domains are prevented. The infiltration and cov2
ert promotion mentioned above are also prevented. And
most importantly , interoperability of any number of basic
domains is possible.

4 　Conclusion

In this paper , we proposed a new model in order to
achieve interoperability among multiple basic domains.
The model provides a mechanism which lead users trans2
parently access resources that are distributed in different
basic domains. The most importantly , the model itself is
compatible with RBAC model and can be instantiated
based on the existing security system which has already
implemented RBAC model. The CRBAC model is suit2
able to be applied to federated multi2domain environ2
ments.

As a future work , we’ve planed to continue our re2
searches on security context between basic domains and
the composite domain. The CRBAC model is highly cen2
tralized. And the composite domain apparently becomes

the bottleneck of the integration system , dispersing the
functions of the composite domain remains to be re2
searched.
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